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a b s t r a c t

Measuring the similarity between two instances reliably, shape or image, is a challenging

problem in shape and image retrieval. In this paper, a simple yet effective method called

Neighbor Set Similarity (NSS) is proposed, which is superior to both traditional pairwise sim-

ilarity and diffusion process. NSS makes full use of contextual information to capture the ge-

ometry of the underlying manifold, and obtains a more precise measure than the original

pairwise similarity. Moreover, based on NSS, we propose a powerful fusion process to utilize

the complementarity of different descriptors to further enhance the retrieval performance.

The experimental results on MPEG-7 shape dataset, N-S image dataset and ORL face dataset

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. In addition, the time complexity of

NSS is much lower than diffusion process, which suggests that NSS is more suitable for large

scale image retrieval than diffusion process.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction1

Shape or image retrieval is a fundamental issue in computer vision with many applications. Given a query, all the instances2

in the database are sorted in an ascending (or descending) order based on their dissimilarity (similarity) to the query. Then,3

the ranking list of the query is initialized, where the most similar instance occupies the top position. Many researchers have fo-4

cused on designing robust, informative and discriminative descriptors [3,11,15,18–20,24,28,33] in order to achieve better retrieval5

performance. However, these basic methods totally ignore the structure of the underlying data manifold, thus cannot generate6

satisfactory retrieval results.7

In order to capture the geometry of the underlying manifold, many context-sensitive similarity measures [9,13,30,31,36–8

42,47] are proposed to improve the retrieval accuracy. Diffusion process, one of the most representative branches in context-9

based re-ranking, starts with constructing a weighted graph base on the graph theory [6], and uses the nodes to represent the10

visual instances. The edge connecting two nodes represents their pairwise similarity. Diffusion process conducts a random walk11

to spread the similarity through the graph, in which a transition matrix is used. The transition matrix usually interprets the12

similarity after normalization as the transition probability from one node to another. The computation of transition probability13

is usually relevant to the local distribution of the data manifold, which makes diffusion process robust to noise and outliers.14

It seems that diffusion process is an indispensable tool for improving retrieval performance. However, it also has a disad-15

vantage of computational expensive. Some iterative methods [12,36,37] require many computational steps to converge. These16
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Fig. 1. Top to bottom: the retrieval results of a certain query from MPEG-7 dataset measured by SC, IDSC, NSS+SC, NSS+IDSC and NSS+IDSC+SC. The false retrieval

results are put in red boxes. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.Q2

iterative methods are usually time-consuming, and improper for large scale re-ranking. Some other approaches [7,31] although17

have closed-form solutions, but they require complex operations, such as computing the inverse of matrices whose size is often18

proportional to the scale of the database. Such operations are computationally prohibited, when the size of database becomes19

larger. Such a shortcoming limits the usage of many diffusion-based algorithms in real-time search engines. Following the same20

principal as diffusion process, we propose Neighbor Set Similarity (NSS) to speed up the re-ranking procedure. Unlike the con-21

ventional approaches, NSS does not need an iterative process, resulting in much higher efficiency while keeping the re-ranking22

accuracy.23

Besides the algorithms that focus on enhancing one type of similarity measure, some methods [1,30,32,44,45,48,49] are pro-24

posed to fuse multiple kinds of similarity measures for re-ranking, since different similarities may be complementary to each25

other. For example, as two popular shape descriptors, Shape Context (SC) [3] encodes the global information of a shape and gen-26

erally works well with rigid objects, while Inner Distance Shape Context (IDSC) [15] replaces the Euclidean distance used in SC by27

the geodesic distance, and is more suitable for non-rigid analysis. It seems difficult to design a generic descriptor that can handle28

all the properties under different conditions, which inspires us to exploit a framework to fuse multiple complementary similarity29

measures. It is straightforward that a better performance can be achieved when the complementarity is used in a proper way. In30

this paper, based on NSS we propose a more powerful fusion method inspired by the co-training algorithm [5], which yields a31

much more precise retrieval result. However, unlike co-training that assumes views (sets of features) with two conditions, NSS32

deals with single-view but multiple-input similarity measures for robust re-ranking.33

Fig. 1 shows the retrieval results when querying a given shape from MPEG-7 dataset [14], as measured by SC, IDSC, SC+NSS,34

IDSC+NSS and SC+IDSC+NSS. The false results are surrounded by red boxes. The first two rows show the retrieval results measured35

by SC and IDSC, and obviously several outliers exist in the ranking list. As the third row shows, NSS with SC as the input measure36

is more robust to noise compared with using SC only. The fourth result of SC is ranked in the 9th position in the retrieval result37

of NSS+SC, and some outliers are even excluded. Moreover, NSS is also able to find instances that are not in the original retrieval38

list. As the fourth row shows, the sixth result in the blue box is newly found, and it is not in the top-10 retrieval results of IDSC39

at first. What is more important is that NSS with two input measures can improve the retrieval results significantly by utilizing40

the complementarity of SC and IDSC. The instances that are ranked high in both measures will obtain a higher position in the41

retrieval result of NSS. For example, the instance in the green box, which holds the second position of SC and the third position42

of IDSC, is ranked first in the fifth row. This example shows NSS can utilize contextual information as well as multiple features to43

improve the retrieval performance.44

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we briefly revisit the related works. The motivation and definition45

of NSS are given in Section 3. A study of the comparison between NSS and diffusion process is given in Section 4. In Section 5,46

we conduct some experiments on several benchmark datasets to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method again.47

Conclusions are given in Section 6.48

2. Related work49

In this section, we provide an overview of basic descriptors, diffusion process, feature fusion and kNN selection algorithms.50

2.1. Descriptors51

Many shape descriptors have been proposed in the literatures recently. Shape Context (SC) proposed in [3] works well52

for rigid objects, and Inner Distance Shape Context (IDSC) proposed in [15] is better at dealing with articulated shapes.53

Gopalan et al. [11] propose Articulation-Invariant Representation (AIR) by modeling an articulating shape as a combination of ap-54

proximate convex parts connected by non-convex junctions. In [33], the contour of each shape is represented by a fixed number55

of sample points, and a height function is defined based on the distances of the other sample points to its tangent line. A more56

complicated matching method is introduced in [8], where SC is used to find the correspondence with dynamic programming,57
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then a modified version of edit distance is used to compute the similarity between strings of symbols that represent two con-58

tours. Gaussian mixture model is compared to find the best match given a query shape using Bregman divergence in [17].59

However, the pairwise similarity is unable to capture category-level information across classes. Therefore, the similarity be-60

tween two shapes can be correctly described only if it is considered in the context of other shapes similar to them. Thus, many61

context-based learning algorithms, especially diffusion processes introduced briefly in Section 2.2, are proposed to solve the62

problem.63

2.2. Diffusion process64

Diffusion process [9] firstly constructs an affinity matrix W = [wi j]n×n, which relates N different database instances to each65

other. W is interpreted as a finite weighted graph G = (V, E) consisting of N vertices vi ∈ V based on the dataset. The edge eij ∈66

E that links vertices is assigned to a nonnegative value Wij. Most diffusion processes follow the same principle that they spread67

the affinity values through the graph, but define different initializations or transition matrixes.68

In [2,36], label propagation [10,50] is applied to shape/image retrieval, and Graph Transduction (GT) is proposed. GT considers69

the query itself as the only labeled data, and spreads the information from the labeled data to unlabeled data. In [37], Locally70

Constrained Diffusion Process (LCDP) defines that the diffusion process is restricted to the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) of the data71

points by replacing the full-connected graph G with a kNN-graph GK. But if there are several noisy nodes, the paths through these72

nodes will affect the transition probability. In order to solve this problem, LCDP sets the transition probability to a high value if73

all the paths between the kNNs of the two vertices are short.74

In [38], diffusion process is conducted in a graph obtained by the tensor product of the original graph with itself. Since75

Tensor Product Graph (TPG) takes into account the higher order information compared to the original graph, better retrieval76

performance can be obtained. But the higher order information requires for higher time and storage cost. Instead, the author77

proves that the propagation on TPG can be computed with the same computational complexity and the same amount of storage78

as the propagation on the original graph. Jegou et al. introduce Contextual Dissimilarity Measure (CDM) in [12] by taking the79

neighbors of an image into account. CDM is proper to improve the distance measures using Bag-of-Features (BoF) in image80

search, but does not work well with shape retrieval due to the fact that the property of shape distance measures is quite different81

from BoF used in image search.82

Our proposed algorithm is similar to diffusion processes mentioned above, but it is more efficient and has the potential for83

large scale retrieval. NSS no longer needs the iterative procedure, and is more robust to noise in terms of statistics compared with84

diffusion process.85

2.3. Feature fusion86

Feature fusion is proven to be a strong tool for improving the performance due to the fact that different descriptors focus on87

different aspects of an object. In the specific scenario of retrieval, feature fusion can be applied at the indexing level or at the88

post-processing level. The representative algorithm of feature fusion at the indexing level is c-MI [45] that combines SIFT [20] and89
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color feature. Each dimension of c-MI corresponds to one kind of feature. Multi-IDF is proposed in [46], in which different binary

features are coupled into the inverted file. More researchers are dedicated to feature fusion at the post-processing level. The

closest work to ours is Co-Transduction proposed in [1], which adopts a semi-supervised framework to fuse two complementary

similarity measures. In [44], query specific fusion is proposed that fuses the ordered retrieval sets given by multiple retrieval

methods. In [32], fusion process is exploited on a graph obtained by the tensor product of two different graphs.

The proposed NSS can be easily extended to similarity fusion, and also achieves better performance than diffusion-based

similarity fusion algorithms as shown in Section 5.

2.4. kNN selection

The majority of the algorithms mentioned above require defining the context of an instance carefully. Some algorithms use

the simplest definition: k-nearest neighbors (kNN), but kNN probably includes too much noise. Once the algorithm is not robust

enough, the performance cannot be satisfactory. In order to obtain more accurate description for the context, a variant of kNN

called Dominant Neighborhood (DN) is proposed in [38]. DN is a more robust version of kNN, which tries to maximize the

average affinity between all pairs in kNN, and it does offer more faithful information compared with kNN, but the running time

is largely increased, which is unbearable for large scale retrieval. In [25], a novel way to select the robust neighbors using the

consensus of multiple rounds of kNNs is proposed. Consensus information can give better control over neighborhood selection.

In the definition of NSS, our description for the context is the simple kNN, and NSS is indeed robust enough to decrease the
negative effects brought by noise that exists in the kNN.

3. Neighbor set similarity

We first review the classical pipeline of shape or image retrieval concisely. Given a set of instances X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, the

distance between xq and xp under a certain distance measure is defined d(xq, xp), in which xq represents the query instance, and

xp represents a certain database instance. For notation simplicity we will refer to xq as q, and xp as p for short in the whole paper.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of distance for a certain query q from the MPEG-7 dataset. The y-axis shows d(q, p), while the x-axis shows the rank of returned shapes.
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The red circles represent true positives. p1 (or p3) is a delegate that a positive has a right (or false) ranking value. p2 (or p4) is a delegate that a negative has a false

(or right) ranking value. For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.

By sorting the distance value d(q, p) in ascending order for p = 1, 2, . . . , n, a ranking list is initialized based on the distance to the

query q. Obviously, the most similar instance has the smallest value, and gets the top position in the ranking list.

In some cases, a similarity measure, which defines the similarity between q and p as s(q, p), is used in place of the distance

measure mentioned above. The retrieval is conducted differently, because the instance is sorted according to the similarity value

to the query in decreasing order, and the most similar instance has the highest value.

As discussed above, the traditional measures cannot give a precise enough retrieval result. Our solution for improving the

retrieval precision is to dig more faithful information from the original measure, not to design a perfect descriptor, which is also

unrealistic.

3.1. Motivation

In order to show the motivation of our algorithm clearly, the set of k-nearest neighbors of q and p are denoted by Nk(q) and

Nk(p). Our method is derived from a common sense that if the original d(q, p) is small, but instances in Nk(q) are much different

from instances in Nk(p), we can draw a conclusion that the occurrence of d(q, p) is just incidental, or rather is false. On the

contrary, if q and p are similar and also from the same class, we will find that most of their neighbors are also similar, although

some noise and outliers may exist.

We take the retrieval results of MPEG-7 dataset measured by SC as an example. Each class in MPEG-7 dataset has 20 shapes,

which means that a 100% retrieval precision is obtained, if all the other 19 shapes belonging to the same class as the query are in

the top 20 retrieval list when querying a certain shape. In Fig. 2, we plot the distance value d(q, p) for the top 80 ranked shapes

for a given query q. The correctly retrieved instances are denoted by a red circle. The instances with extreme low values are of

course true positives. But the curve becomes flat rapidly when the ranking value continues to increase, which gives the relevant

instances and non-relevant instances almost the same distance values. It means the original distance measure only works well

for instances close to the query q, which shows the necessity and importance of a learning method to further explore more

faithful information based on the original measure.

According to the distance with a given query shape q, we divide the whole dataset roughly into four subsets: (1) P1(q)
represents the set of positive instances, and d(q, p) (p ∈ P1(q)) is small enough. (2) P2(q) is a set of negative instances with the

value of d(q, p) (p ∈ P2(q)) also small. The small values make these negative instances occupy positions in the top 20 retrieval

list. (3) P3(q) is defined as a set of positive instances, but d(q, p) (p ∈ P3(q)) is relatively large, which gets these positive instances

out of top-20 retrieval list. (4) The property of the set P4(q) is that negative instances are far from the query q. An illustration of

the classification is presented in Fig. 2, and pi is a representative instance in Pi(q) (1 ≤ i ≤ 4).

It is obvious that we should pay attention to P2(q) and P3(q), for the instances in the two sets are both ranked in false

positions. An excellent learning method should lower the ranking values of the instances in P2(q), and lift those of instances in

P3(q). We continue to make use of the retrieval results that SC produces on the MPEG-7 dataset, and find that a learning method

based on the contextual information is possible to solve the problem. SC gives us a top 20 precision 79.71%, and we define εqp as:

εqp =
1
k2

∑
xi∈Nk(q)

∑
x j∈Nk(p) d(xi, x j)

d(q, p) × (1 + η)
(1)

to better reveal our motivation, where η is a slack variable whose value is rather small. εqp is a variable that can reveal the local

distribute of q and p at the distance level.

Considering the instances in P2(q), the distances between xi and xj (i ∈ Nk(q), j ∈ Nk(p)) almost take a larger value compared

with the original d(q, p) (p ∈ P (q)). Here we set η to −0.1, − 0.01 and 0, and compute the percentage of εqp ≥ 1 on the whole
2
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Fig. 3. (a) The statistical distributions of the distance between xi and xj

(
xi ∈ Nk(q), x j ∈ Nk(p2)

)
on the whole dataset. The percentage of εij ≥ 1 is always high.

(b) The statistical distributions of the distance between xi and xj

(
xi ∈ Nk(q), x j ∈ Nk(p3)

)
on the whole dataset. The percentage of εij ≤ 1 is also high.

dataset as

� =
∑

q∈Q
∑

p∈P2(q) f (εqp)∑
q∈Q |P2(q)| , (2)

where Q denotes the database, and |.| calculates the set size. The function f is defined as

f (x) =
{

1 x ≥ 1
0 otherwise

. (3)

As can be seen from Fig. 3(a), the percentage increases with the value of η decreasing, the value of k decreasing. Generally,

the value of the percentage l is large.

A similar statistical observation is conducted in P3(q). Here we set η to 0.1, 0.01 and 0, and compute the percentage of εij ≤ 1

on the whole dataset. Fig. 3(b) shows the statistical results, and find that the percentage is also high. As for P1 and P4, obviously

most of the distances between xi and xj are around the original d(q, p), although some extreme high or low value (noise) may

exist.

It is easy for us to understand such phenomena. As we all know, ideally xi (xi ∈ Nk(q)) and q are a same instance from human

eyes, but viewed under different angle and light, or have different rotation, translation and scaling, or have common objects.

When the original descriptor cannot give d(q, p) a proper value for some reasons (e.g. the shortcoming of the descriptor in

rotation invariance), the distance between xi and xj will probably take a corrected value, which makes us possible to use the

contextual information to revise the original measure for accurate retrieval in the view of statistics.

3.2. The definition of neighbor set similarity

Before introducing Neighbor Set Similarity, we give some necessary definitions. Given two sets A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} and B =
{b1, b2, . . . , bm}, the similarity between point a and point b is defined as s(a, b), then the similarity between point a and set B
can be defined as

s◦(a,B) = 1

|B|
m∑

j=1

s(a, bj). (4)

The similarity between set A and set B is defined as

S(A,B) = 1

|A|
n∑

i=1

s◦(ai,B) = 1

|A| × |B|
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

s(ai, bj). (5)

Through Eq. (5), we can easily define the similarity between Nk(q) and Nk(p), which is summarized in Eq. (6):

S(Nk(q),Nk(p)) = 1

k2

∑
xi∈Nk(q)

∑
x j∈Nk(p)

s(xi, x j). (6)

Obviously, the size of Nk(q) and Nk(p) is k. Then the Neighbor Set Similarity defined on q and p is

sNSS(q, p) = S(Nk(q),Nk(p)). (7)

An illustration of the definition of NSS is presented in Fig. 4. It is easy to find that we use a set-to-set similarity to replace a

point-to-point similarity, which makes NSS superior to the traditional matching algorithms. NSS has the following properties:
Please cite this article as: X. Bai et al., Beyond diffusion process: Neighbor set similarity for fast re-ranking, Information Sciences
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Fig. 4. The illustration of computing the Neighbor Set Similarity between two instances. The Neighbor Set Similarity between q and p, denoted by sNSS(q, p), is

the average of all the pairwise similarities between two neighbor sets. Note that the neighbors of q are far from the neighbors of q in the manifold, then the

Neighbor Set Similarity sNSS(q, p) is smaller than the original similarity s(q, p).
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1. Robustness: due to the fact that we convert a point-to-point similarity into a set-to-set similarity, NSS becomes robust to

noise in view of statistics. Usually the two sets have tight relationship with q and p, and reveal the local distributions of the

two instances properly.

2. Locality: NSS proves that more faithful information can be found by taking full use of the local distribution in the underlying

manifold based on the original measure.

3. Generality: NSS is a generic algorithm, and can be built on top of any existing shape or image similarity measure. With the

contextual information learned by NSS, higher retrieval precision can be obtained without many increasing processing or

storage requirements.

4. Symmetry: the property of symmetry is obvious, i.e., sNSS(q, p) = sNSS(p, q).

5. Non-negativity: the similarity value learned by NSS is restricted to the range [0, 1] by the Gaussian kernel introduced in

Section 3.4.

The proposed similarity is not a metric, since it does not obey the triangular inequality. Given three instances denoted by

q, p1 and p2 respectively, it usually happens that q is far from both p1 and p2, while p1 is similar to p2 in the similarity space.

In this case, the similarity s(q, p1) and s(q, p2) is rather small, but s(p1, p2) is very large. Hence we cannot get the triangular

inequality defined as sNSS(q, p1) + sNSS(q, p2) > sNSS(p1, p2). The triplet relationship in the similarity space is well investigated

in [4]. Although the proposed similarity is not a metric, it is proven to be effective in our specific scenario of retrieval.

In practice, since we consider query itself as the 0-nearest neighbor, NSS can enhance its robustness to noise due to the fact

that if q and p are reciprocal nearest neighbors [26], the NSS between q and p will be further increased.

Compared with the popular diffusion process, NSS no longer needs an iterative process, which means that NSS is capable of

large scale image retrieval to a certain extent. We will analysis the time complexity of NSS theoretically later, and show that NSS

is not only more precise, but also faster than diffusion process.

The definition of NSS may look like the Hausdorff distance, which is widely used in object matching. Hausdroff distance

between two sets A and B is to show the greatest of all distances from the point in set A to the closet point in set B:

D(A,B) = max
a∈A

min
b∈B

d(a, b). (8)

Some variants of the standard Hausdorff distance are also proposed, such as partial Hausdorff distance and modified Hausdorff

distance [43]. The NSS can be regarded as a variant of standard Hausdorff distance, but differs from it mainly in two aspects:

(1) NSS is the definition of similarity between two sets, while Hausdorff distance defines the dissimilarity. (2) We replace the

relationship between a point and a set defined by the operation of min in the Hausdorff distance by the operation of mean, which

makes NSS more robust to noise in the task of retrieval. In fact, we have conducted lots of experiments about different variants

of Hausdorff distance to solve the problem of retrieval, including the definition of Eq. (5) used in NSS. The experimental results

prove that averaging all the similarities between two neighbor sets yields a more precise and more stable retrieval performance

compared with other definitions.

Meanwhile, considering that the context of an instance is simply defined by its k-nearest neighbors, we also tried some other

definitions in order to better reveal the local distribution of the data manifold. For example, Dominant Neighbors (DN) introduced

in [38] were adopted to replace k-nearest neighbors. Although it brings a slight boost in the retrieval performance, the largely

increased time consumption is intolerable. Moreover, different weight values were assigned to different instances in Nk(q) and

Nk(p). It may be helpful to reduce the effect of noise, but more empirical parameter will be added, which makes the algorithm

more complex. Notice that the only parameter should be determined empirically is k in the kNN according to the definition of

NSS after the similarity between instances is given. Indeed, we finally give a, as simple as enough, model to capture the geometry
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of the underlying manifold, because a good algorithm should be clear, effective, robust, and easy to understand. Besides, NSS is208

also a generic model, based on which many methods can improve their performances further.209

3.3. Neighbor set similarity with more than two measures210

As discussed above, different similarity measures may attach their emphasis to different aspects of an instance. In most cases,211

they are complementary to each other. In this section, we propose a novel method to combine different similarity measures212

inspired by co-training [5].213

We take NSS with m = 2 input measures as example (and extension to m > 2 is similar). Given a set of instances X =214

{x1, x2, . . . , xn} and a pair of similarity measures (α, β), the similarity between q and p under the measure α is represented215

by sα(q, p). The set of k-nearest neighbors of q and p are denoted by Nk,α(q) and Nk,α(p) respectively when using measure α as216

the descriptor. The similarity between Nk,α(q) and Nk,β (p) under the measure α is defined as217

Sα

(
Nk,α(q), Nk,β(p)

)
= 1

k2

∑
xi∈Nk,α(q)

∑
x j∈Nk,β (p)

sα(xi, x j). (9)

Then the Neighbor Set Similarity between q and p with m = 2 measures is defined as follows:218

sNSS(q, p) = mean
{

Sα(Nk,α(q),Nk,β(p)), Sβ(Nk,β(q),Nk,α(p))
}
. (10)

219
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Similarly, we do not need an iterative process to guarantee the retrieval precision. Only one step to fuse two measures has

already yield a better performance than other state-of-art algorithms. We will experimentally prove the discriminative power of

fusion process based on NSS in Section 5.

3.4. The similarity matrix

In shape and image retrieval, a distance measure is often defined, e.g. [3,15]. Let D = [di j]n×n be the distance matrix computed

by a certain distance measure, and a kernel function can be adopted to convert it to a similarity matrix S = [si j]n×n. In this paper,

Gaussian kernel defined as

s(q, p) = exp
(
−d2(q, p)/δ2

qp

)
(11)

is utilized. The value of the kernel δqp can be determined by studying the local statistics of the neighbors of q and p. δqp is usually

defined as

δqp = α · mean(knn_dist(q), knn_dist(p)), (12)

where mean(knn_dist(q), knn_dist(p)) represents the mean distance of the k-nearest neighbor distances of q and p. Both k and α
are determined empirically. We set α to 0.33 according to the three-sigma rule.

4. Relation to diffusion process

Diffusion process on affinity graph has been proven its ability to significantly improve the retrieval precision. In this section,

we compare NSS with a popular diffusion process called Local Constrained Diffusion Process (LCDP) [37] briefly. LCDP is defined

as

Pt+1
KK (q, p) =

∑
i∈kNN(q), j∈kNN(p)

P(q, xi)Pt
KK(xi, x j)P(x j, p), (13)

where Pt(q, p) represents the transition probability from node q to node p after t times iteration. The essence of LCDP is finding a

path between kNNs of q and kNNs of p. P(q, p) is high if all the paths between points in kNN(q) and kNN(p) are short.

Some common parts are easy to be found when comparing Eqs. (13) and (6) that they both use the contextual information

to define the relationship between q and p. The difference is that LCDP uses the operation of multiplication in order to compute

the transition probability from q to p, while NSS uses the operation of addition in order to compute the statistical mean distance

between kNNs of q and kNNs of p. In fact, the two ways are constitutionally the same.

However, diffusion process, e.g. LCDP, can not undertake the task for efficient retrieval, because the time complexity of most

diffusion processes is at least O(n3), which is unbearable when the size of database becomes bigger (we assume the database

size is n). Furthermore, they require matrix multiplication operations that is usually computed more slowly compared with the

operation of addition. In comparison, NSS only takes the similarity between the elements in Nk(q) and Nk(p), which computes

k2 times. When considering that we need to compute NSS for each two instances in the database, the time complexity of NSS is

O(k2 × n2). In practice, the value of k is much smaller than the value of n. As a result the time complexity of NSS is only O(n2).

What is more important is that NSS does not, but diffusion process does, need an iterative process to get a higher precision,

NSS only needs one step to give the final retrieval result, also a better result. In practice, we can speed up the retrieval process

with parallel computing, i.e., more computing cores can be used to compute NSS between instances, because the computing of

NSS can be divided into lots of subtasks with small scale.
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Fig. 5. Some typical shapes from the MPEG-7 dataset.
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Fig. 6. The bull’s eye scores on MPEG-7 dataset with different parameter setting. The dotted blue line represents the bull’s eye score of 100%. Note that AIR+NSS

always achieves the perfect results after k > 7.

5. Experiments

In this section, we use MPEG-7 shape dataset [14], Nister and Stewenius image dataset [22] and ORL face dataset [27] to

demonstrate the validity of NSS. We compare NSS with some related methods, such as Locally Constrained Diffusion Process

[37], Tensor Product Graph [38] and so on. All the experiments are carried out on a personal computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM)

i5-2320 K CPU (3.00 GHz) and 12GB RAM memory. The experimental results show that NSS can significantly improve the retrieval

performance over other state-of-art diffusion algorithms.

5.1. Shape retrieval

Our proposed algorithm is first tested for shape retrieval on a widely-used MPEG-7 shape dataset. It consists of 1400 silhouette

images grouped into 70 classes, and each class has 20 binary shapes. Some exemplars are shown in Fig. 5. The “bull’s eye test” is

often used to evaluate the retrieval precision on the MPEG-7 dataset. Each shape in the dataset is compared to all other shapes,

and the shapes from the same class among the 40 most similar ones are considered as correct retrieval results. The bull’s eye

score is the ratio of the total number of correct retrieval shapes to the highest number possible 1400 × 20, which means the best

possible score is 100%.

In order to show the effectiveness of NSS, we use three popular shape descriptors, Shape Context (SC) [3], Inner Distance

Shape Context (IDSC) [15] and Articulation-Invariant Representation (AIR) [11], as the original input measures to compute the

pairwise distances between shapes. The performances of SC, IDSC and AIR are 86.80%, 85.40% and 93.67% respectively.

As discussed above, the parameter k in the definition of kNN should be determined empirically, and Fig. 6 presents the in-

fluence on bull’s eye score of different values of k. It can be drawn that generally, the performance of NSS improves when the

neighborhood size increasing, and deteriorates slowly after the neighborhood size is 6. From the plots, we also find that NSS is

insensitive to parameter tuning. For example, all the retrieval scores of NSS with AIR as the input measures are above 99%. Perfect

score can be obtained by NSS with AIR when k > 7.

In addition, we report the percent gain for each class in MPEG-7 dataset obtained by NSS compared with the original measure.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the bull’eye scores in the majority of classes are improved by NSS compared to the original measure SC

by different ratios. In five shape classes, the percent gain is above 50%, and the largest gain is 74.50%, which verifies the positive

effect of NSS firmly. As for the statistical results presented in Fig. 7(b), similar phenomenon can be observed that NSS can boost

the original IDSC by learning the contextual information. However, we also find that in two shape classes, NSS brings down the

precision by a small percentage on the contrary. Our interpretation is that the shape class composed of spoons (63rd class in the
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Fig. 7. The percent gain in bull’s eye retrieval rates for each class in the MPEG-7 dataset of SC (a) and IDSC (b).

Fig. 8. The illustration for the complementarity of SC and IDSC. The number 27 and 63 represent the shape class composed of spoon and device0-1 from MPEG-7

dataset.

histogram of Fig. 7(b)) is similar to the guitar class under the measure of IDSC, which leads to the fact that an excess of noise is

included in the contextual information defined by kNN. Many similar algorithms always need as precise as enough contextual

information, including NSS. However, NSS is more robust compared with other algorithms, when observing that the abnormal

performance of NSS depicted in Fig. 7(b) is limited and tiny. On the other hand, it also inspires us to employ more complementary

similarity measures (i.e., SC) to make up the weakness of IDSC in this situation.

In order to visualize the complementarity that exists between SC and IDSC, we compare the bull’s eye score of the two shape

classes of spoon and device 0-1 measured by different algorithms in Fig. 8. It can be drawn from the histogram that when

the performance of IDSC is poor, and NSS with IDSC as the input similarity measure cannot correct the false retrieval results

due to the poor recognition capability of IDSC under the specific circumstances. SC and SC in conjunction with NSS generate

more precise retrieval results. Thus, fusing SC and IDSC is natural to achieve a better performance at least in these two shape

classes. Experimental results in Fig. 8 show that NSS with SC and IDSC as the input measures significantly improves the retrieval

precision in the two shape classes, in which IDSC has a poor performance. In Fig. 6, we also observe that the retrieval precision
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Table 1

Bull’s eye score and average retrieval time of different algorithms on MPEG-7 dataset. Note that

DDGM [29], IDSC [15], SC [3], ASC [16], Height functions [33] and AIR [11] are merely shape

descriptors without any re-ranking algorithms, so their computational cost for re-ranking are

ignored.

Algorithm Shape descriptor Bull’s eye score (%) Time

– DDGM [29] 80.03 –

– IDSC 85.40 –

– SC 86.80 –

– ASC [16] 88.39 –

– Height functions [33] 86.66 –

CDM [12] IDSC 88.30 34.42 ms

Hausdorff distance SC 90.71 0.74 ms

LP [36] IDSC 91.61 0.91 s

Pairwise recom. [23] IDSC 92.21 35.71 ms

Modified Hausdorff distance SC 92.33 0.71 ms

LCDP [37] IDSC 93.32 55.14 ms

SSP [34] IDSC 93.35 2.95 s

– AIR [11] 93.67 –

NSS SC 94.89 0.67 ms

TPG [39] ASC 96.47 0.28 s

Co-trans. [1] SC+IDSC 97.72 1.79 s

NSS SC+IDCS 99.15 0.71 ms

TPG AIR 99.99 0.28 s

NSS AIR 100 0.67 ms

of NSS fusing SC and IDSC on the whole dataset is much better than NSS only using one type of similarity measure, which289

demonstrates the validity of our proposed fusing method.290

We also evaluate NSS in comparison with other state-of-art algorithms in Table 1. We can find that NSS outperforms most291

compared algorithms, including some popular diffusion based algorithms. The performances of standard Hausdorff distance and292

modified Hausdorff distance defined between Nk(q) and Nk(p) are inferior to NSS. It indicates that averaging all the similarities293

between two neighborhood sets is a more proper behavior in retrieval task. Although the difference between the best score of294

TPG and NSS is tiny, NSS achieves the perfect score of 100%, which makes a big difference. As we will show next, NSS obtains295

296
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309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323
perfect score with higher computing efficiency compared with TPG.

We have discussed above that the time complexity of many diffusion processes is at least o(n3), which makes diffusion pro-

cess improper to deal with large scale retrieval. What makes things worse is that most diffusion processes need an iterative

procedure to guarantee the retrieval precision. The operation of matrix multiplication is more time-consuming compared with

the operation of addition. In order to show the potential of NSS for the large scale data retrieval, a comparison about the running

time for retrieving a certain query is also presented in Table 1. We only focus on the time cost from the moment that the original

pairwise similarity values are given to the end of retrieval, since NSS is a post-progressing algorithm focusing on re-ranking pro-

cedure. The time cost for matching each query of NSS is only 0.67 ms, which is the most efficient one among all the compared

re-ranking algorithms. The time cost of two baseline methods, LCDP and TPG, are nearly 82 times and 425 times as long as that of

NSS. Obviously, NSS is much more computationally efficient than TPG and LCDP. The running time of TPG is much longer because

of the high time cost for computing Dominant Neighbors. We can draw a conclusion that NSS is more capable of dealing with

large scale image retrieval to a certain extent compared with other diffusion based algorithms.

5.2. Image retrieval

In this section, we present the performance of the proposed approach for image retrieval, and we select the Nister and

Stewenius (N–S) dataset. The dataset is also known as the UKBench dataset. N–S dataset contains 2550 objects, and each takes

four different viewpoints. Hence, there are 10,200 images in N–S dataset in total. Some sample images are shown in Fig. 9. The

retrieval precision is measured by the average number of correct images in the top 4 images returned. Thus, the best score is 4.

There are only 4 images in each class, which makes the dataset very challenging for any manifold learning method. However, the

experimental results prove that NSS also performs well in such a challenging dataset.

Here we use a local descriptor and a global descriptor as the original measure to compute the pairwise distance values. The

local descriptor is extracted with the Hessian-affine detector [21] and described by SIFT [20]. A visual vocabulary is learned using

the K-means algorithm on the extracted SIFT descriptors, and Bag of Words (BoW) is used to encode these local descriptors to

obtain a visual histogram representing the image. GIST [28], which employs a visual attention model to combine global color,

intensity and orientation features, is selected as the global descriptor. The N-S scores of the two methods are 3.41 and 2.88

respectively.

We compare NSS with other diffusion based methods and a recently proposed learning algorithm called Contextual Dissim-

ilarity Measure (CDM) [12]. CDM follows a different principle from diffusion process. CDM is motivated by an observation that

a good ranking is usually not symmetrical in image search. CDM defines two images to be similar when they both obtain a
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Fig. 9. Some sample images from the N–S dataset.

Fig. 10. Some example face images from the ORL face dataset.

Table 2

Comparison of scores on Nister and Stewenius dataset.

Algorithm N–S score Algorithm N–S score

VOC [35] 3.54 Co-transduction [1] 3.66

CDM [12] 3.57 CrDP [30] 3.68

LCDP [37] 3.58 CSFS [32] 3.69

TPG [39] 3.61 Graph rank [44] 3.76

SIFT+NSS 3.66 Graph density [44] 3.77

GIST+NSS 3.69 SIFT+GIST+NSS 3.80

good ranking position when using each other as a query. It can improve the retrieval performance especially when the original324

similarity measure is given by BoW model.325

The retrieval results are shown in Table 2. The fact that our proposed method improves the baseline of GIST significantly (from326

2.88 to 3.69) proves the effectiveness of NSS. As for two baseline methods, TPG [39] reports N–S score 3.61, but the performance of327

LCDP [37] is not accessible. We report the result of LCDP using our implementation of SIFT descriptors. As the table shows, LCDP328

improves the performance of SIFT from 3.41 to 3.58. The score of NSS fusing SIFT and GIST is 3.80, which is the state-of-the-art329

to the best of our knowledge now.330

331

332

333

334

335

336

337

338

339

340
5.3. Face retrieval

We also conduct an experiment of face retrieval on ORL dataset. ORL is a face dataset with 40 subjects, and each subject has

10 grayscale images, where pose, expression and illumination are different. Some example face images on ORL face dataset are

presented in Fig. 10. The bull’s eye score that considering 15 closest neighbors is used to evaluate the retrieval result.

In order to show the advantage of NSS and ensure a fair comparison with other algorithms, we adopt the same distance matrix

offered by Donoser and Bischof in [9]. Specifically, each image is down-sampled and then normalized to 0-mean and 1-variance.

Euclidean distance is adopted to compute the pairwise distances between the vectorized representations. The baseline of ORL

dataset is 62.35%, and the experimental results presented in Table 3 show that our proposed method achieves a higher retrieval

score compared with diffusion processes summarized in [9], including LCDP [37] and TPG [39]. We refer the readers to [9] for

more details about the generic diffusion process framework.
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Table 3

Results on the ORL dataset.

Algorithm Score (%)

SD [31] 71.68

TPG [38] 73.90

LCDP [37] 74.25

Generic diffusion [9] 77.42

NSS 77.98

Besides, GIST descriptor is also extracted to evaluate the performance of NSS, which improves the retrieval precision to341

96.65%.342

6. Conclusion343

In this paper, we present a simple yet effective re-ranking method called Neighbor Set Similarity. NSS makes full use of con-344

textual information from the original measure, thus obtains a more precise similarity measure. In addition, based on NSS, we345

propose a powerful fusion process to fuse two different complementary similarity measures, and achieve more faithful informa-346

tion.347

Compared with diffusion process, NSS has its advantages mainly in three aspects: (1) More precise. Extensive experiments348

prove that NSS performs better than diffusion process. NSS gains its robustness to noise in the view of statistics; (2) Faster. The349

time complexity of diffusion process is larger than that of NSS, and it also needs an iterative procedure to guarantee its validity.350

However, NSS always returns a precise enough retrieval result efficiently. (3) Practicability. Due to the property of (1)(2), NSS351

is proper for commercial purpose in many search engines for real-time applications. Moreover, NSS can be done with parallel352
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computing, which makes it more suitable for practical applications.
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